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MAKE YOUR OWN 
TURKEY NAPKIN 
You will need
• 2 large starched napkins

• Tinfoil (optional)

The process
Steps 1 – 2

Fold the two top sides of a napkin into the centre and press firmly 

(all folds will need to be pressed in this way as you continue).

Steps 2 – 4

Then fold the napkin diagonally in half.

If your napkin needs extra support, you can open the napkin up and 

fit a triangular folded piece of tinfoil into the triangle shaped centre 

crease of the napkin. The length of the foil triangle should allow for 

a bend at the bottom to keep the napkin upright and to form the 

breast and head of your turkey.

Steps 5 – 6

Refold the napkin over the top of the tinfoil, and fold the napkin 

diagonally in half a second time.

Steps 7 – 10

Now fold the napkin in half and fold over the tip of the napkin to form 

the head and beak of your turkey. The turkey head and body should 

now be sitting upright and the open edges of the napkin should be 

at the back.

Steps 11 – 12

To make the feathered tail of your turkey, fold a second napkin into 

a rectangle shape, then accordion fold the napkin, leaving a few 

inches of the napkin unfolded.

Steps 13 – 14

Turn the napkin over so the accordion portion faces down and fold 

napkin in half.

Steps 15 – 16

Fold and tuck the unfolded portion into the central accordion 

slot. You now have a fan shape that will form the feathered tail 

of your turkey.

Step 17

Place the tail on top of the body of the turkey and voila! You have 

a Christmas Turkey centrepiece!

Instructions adapted from ©Chinet


